Local Directions

You are free to park in any university lot. These directions and the attached maps will get you to the Parking deck - Lot 36.

Southbound

Exit at Perkins Street and turn right. Move into the left lane. Make a left at the light and turn onto Union Street. Take Union to Buchtel Avenue. At Buchtel, turn Right. Take Buchtel until it dead-ins into Hill street. Turn Left on Hill and then turn Right onto University Avenue. Get into the left lane and turn left onto Wolf Ledges Parkway. Take Wolf Ledges until you come to a yellow sign that instructs you to turn left or right. Turn Left onto Carroll street. Drive up Carroll Street. There will be a parking deck on the left side as you pass Mary Gladwin Hall.

Parking on the left (lot 36): Park in the deck on level 4 and exit to steps going up on level 4. Walk across the bridge and the Student Union will be the first building on the right.

Northbound

Exit at Wolf Ledges and turn Left. Take Wolf Ledges parkway straight until you come to a curve in the road. Continue straight on Carroll Street. Drive up Carroll Street. There will be parking decks on either side as you pass Mary Gladwin Hall.

Parking on the left (lot #36): Park in the deck on level 4 and exit to steps going up on level 4. Walk across the bridge and the Student Union will be the first building on the right.

THE STUDENT UNION IS THE BUILDING [Number 60] DESIGNATED BY THE LETTER ‘B’ ON THE MAPS ATTACHED TO THIS DOCUMENT.

THE PARKING DECK (lot #36) IS NEAR THE LETTER ‘A’ ON THE MAP.

The detail map is annotated with the hotel, parking deck and the student union. We have also included a close-up detail version of the detail map with some annotation to help you find us.
Park in Lot 36 on the fourth level if at all possible.

The Conference is in the Student Union on the top floor.